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This thesis is intended as a further investigation
alon^ the lines suggested by ".ACA 71. 2253.
Tha affects of dead apot non-linearities in certain
moment derivatives on the lateral notion responses of two air-
planes arc <nvo3ti£ateu. .oad spot non-13 n«eritioa la nooent
derivatives oc< crrin, in the lateral equations arc dofined aa
non-lii earitiea in w:, aa noswmt derivatives itf question
are one of sideslip an^le, bein, aero over a certain
ran.^e of si..eslip an^le on each side of aero sideslip, and
outside this range of uiciealip an*;le, know, as the dead spot,
having the constant value nomally used la the solution of
the lateral stability equations aa based on the theory of
small oscillations, certain evidence has oone to liwht in
recent years which atron^ly suggests the possibility of the
existence of 8>:ch non-linearities*
The two airplanes whose lateral notions were inves-
tigated in this thesis wero designated as Airplanes I and II,
respectively, .Airplane I is a conve t : -rial, slow speed, twin
•n^Uva transport type aircraft. Airplane a the hi^h speed
fighter type aircraft whose lateral notions were Investigated




stability. Airplane II has nar.-'nal lateral dynanic stabili'
o noner.t derivatives in which dead spot non-linear-
ities ware assuned in this investigation ware; direct*, onal
ata t da: pin,, in yaw, dihedral effect, and rolling noaent
due to yawing velocity derivatives* &ACA Hi 2233 consider
the ef recta on the lateral notions o' Airplane 11 only of dead
•pot non-linearities In only the first two of the preceding
four lateral monent derivatives* when present simultaneously*
s thesis investigates the effocte of the four dead spot no: -
linearities listed above taker singly anu ll various conbinations
for both Airplar.es I and II, respectively.
The dead apot range for all the non-linearities con-
sidered in this thesis was taken as extn from tdnus two
degrees to plus two degrees of sideslip angle*
The lateral notions investigated were in response to
disturbances in sideslip an.jle of five decrees ana one derreo,
respectively*
o standard KACA lateral stability equations with
controls fixec wen* used* These equations were solved for the
lateral responr.es on the Keeves rorcic Analogue . er,




aol w response ir. sideslip en^le by henrf, u*in£ the method
of the Laplace transfom, as checks on the accuracy of the II
It was found that the effects of the various dead
spot non-linearities on the lateral responses showed, in gen-
eral, the sane trends for each of the two different aircraft,
liowever, the effects on Airplane II war" nuch nore pronounced
tlian the effects on Airplane !•
Is thesis was oonpleted in partial fulfillment of





Up until tho time of World War II, the longitudinal
and lateral stability aquations based strictly on the theory of
saall oscillations were cons-'t or>.,: satisfactory for practically
all inveati ^tions and estinations of aircraft dynamic stabil-
ity, .ioreovnr, up unJ *jt tine, a Ml est<,cwti,n of the
general nature of an airplane's dynamic stability characteris-
tics was considered to be all that was necessary for nost design
>or,ee, since it was only desired to insure tl>at the airplane
have satisfactory dynamic stability characterise cs and it was
not considered necessary to accurately predict the tine histor-
ies of the MMMI in response to a disturbance or to control
deflections. In order to estinate bhs longitudinal and lateral
stability characteristics under these requirements, it was mere-
ly necessary to avaluatc the longitudinal and lateral character-
istio equations whioh ware based, res - «ly, on the longitud-
inal and late al stability equations, and then ;d the roots
of these equations. An exac&nat i on of the coefficients of the
longitudinal and lateral characteristic aquations indicates whe-
ther or not the airplane has longitudinal and lateral dynaala
stability, respectively. iron the roots of the characteristic
equations, the (wneral nature of the nodes of motion, longitud-
inal and lateral, respectively, can be estimated. This procedure
.ttl •
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is almple and straightforward , the required computations can
be quickly trade. The information cm the stability I s-
M thus obtained was practically always sufficient for assign
oses* The background and further elaborations of these pro-
cedures la given In considerable detail in ro fere-.. cos (l,v
throuf^i (5)»
Recent years have aeen the advent of pi lot leas air-
craft* guided missiles, aircraft rockets, and a greatly increased
use of automatic pilot control of ircreasin complexity, All of
these itens frequently req ire that far more be Vncwr. for design
purpose* concern: ng the dynamic characteristic* of the airplane
or miaaile than the mere Tact that it la expected to be dynamical-
ly stable and a general knowledge of the nature of ita predicted
modes of motion in response to a anall disturbance. In fact it
is now considered necessary la nazjy cases to accurately predict
the tine hietory of the notions in response to various 1
deflections and in response to vari us disturbances. The sta. -
ard stability equations used for this purpose are generally the
atandard longitudinal and lateral stability equations as pre-
sented by the National mittee for Aeronautics,
(KaC*). These oquations are essentially the dynanic stab
equations whioh have been in use for the last fox :.rs, ref-




light extent in reoent years, and as previoualy stated, the/
were not generally uaod until reoent yeara for the purpose of
fining accurate titae ) stories of the various aircraft
rotions.
Any method of hand solution of the stability equati<
for the tine '.'stories of motion responses will involve much
computational labor anc will be very tedious. However, the la-
lace tranat>rm not! od of solution is perhaps the stoat readily
applied and straightforward nethoci of aolution, especially since
'a method inhere omits the application of initial con-
ditions aa disturbances, a straightforward »nethod of simulating
actual disturbances on the airplane, reference (G) describes
the general application of the Laplace tra.-sfora method cf solu-
tion for time historioa of the various motion responses. lief-
eronce (7) is a text g the general background for the gen-
eral ap: --I! cat ion of the Isplcce transform methods.
e to considers 'vie, tedious conputational labor in-
volved in solving the atability equations for tine histories of
motion reaponses by hand computation, it is far preferable to
use an automatic computer for the solutions. Automatic digital
computers give solutions of notion responses with a ver:
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tronic analogue computers do M e de ;ree of accuracy of
a.t;>natic digital computers, but the analogue computers are much
faster, solving for, and simultaneously plotting, the time his-
tories of all motion responses in a matter of seconds, with sat-
isfactory accuracy.
The longitudinal and lateral stability equations are
based on the theory of small oscillations, which means that all
disturbances and the amplitudes of all responses are fairly
snail, thus permitting the assumption that all force and moment
derivatives are oonetar.ta . The stability equations, including
this assumption, give quite accurate time histories of notion
responses for notion response amplitudes up to ten or fifteen
degrees as is evidence by thai investigations of reference (8).
In this reference are reported the results of calculated notion
responses for a swept win- fighter using force and moment deriv-
atives constant with ude, as determined in the wind tun-
nel, and of comparing these calculated responses with responses
for the actual full scale airplane in flight and subjected to
the same disturbances. The agreement between the calculated
and flight responses was in general -very ,;ood, furnishing excel-
lent justification for the uae of the theory of small oscilla-
tions and force and moment derivatives constant with amplitude.
However, in several cases reported in this reference fairly
.
- 8 -
lar^ disturbance* of the oontrola were used oauain- as a result
notion responses which were large enough to fall outside the
ran e of the theory of snail oscillations, la those cases, t: ere
was, of course, a decrease in ^he accuracy of the calculated re-
sponses a*, orivatives conotsnt wit: amplitude. However, the
accurscy of the calculated responses for these cases was improved
by a* strain
t .;
certain moment derivatives to bo step function dis-
turbances of an ,lo of attacl' for longitudinal notions and angle
of sideslip for lateral notions. These step functions were
taken in such manner as to approximate the wind tunnel data over
a wider range of angle of attack and angle of sideslip, respec-
tively, than was the caso when the uerivatives were assumed con-
stant with amplitude. Thus, reference (l res
v
;ood justifica-
tion for assuair itudinal moment derivatives to be functions
of an|;lo of attack and lateral moment derivatives to be functions
of angle of sideslip when motion responses are expected to exceed
the range of small oscillations.
Reference (9) is an analytical lateral stability in-
vestigation which also assumes that certain moment derivatives
are functions of angle of sideslip rather than being constant
wit;, angle of sideslip response amplitude, however, in tail
case the variation in the magnitude of the moment derivatives,
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lined to occur near the value of aero sideslip rather then et
the larger e:
.
es of angle of sideslip as was Hm cas< in
reference C8). opeoifioally, reference (0) assumes that the di-
rect! -nal stability, Cj, , and dampin,. in yaw, C™ , derivatives
aro functions of the angle of sideslip for a high speed fighter
type airplane. The nature of these variations of tho above two
o—nt derivatlvee with sideslip ant;le is shown in Figure 1. It
will be noted that within a range of sideslip angles from minus
two degrees to plus two decrees, the moment derivatives are
sero, while outside this range the moment derivatives hawe the
value which is norr»lly considered constant with amplitude of
sideslip angle. The range of sideslip fron minus two dejreaw
to plus two degrees is called the dead spot for the directional
stability and dampin la yaw derivatives. This type of varia-
tion of moment derivetive with sideslip anj;le will be called a
dead spot non-linearity, since It destroys the overall lin ar
variation of Cn (3 with fl and of C- r with r. !*ote \
ure 1, and henceforth at all timee in this thesis, the diraen-
sionless coefficient orn for forces ar.u moments is not usoo even
though it Is used in roference (9) and at practically all timee
by the IIACA. Instead forces and moments in units of accelera-
tions are used, since this makes the stability equations more
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hand solutions* he Hat of aynbole in Appendix A contains
symbols end terndm >r force and bossmt derivatives
when foroee ar.d nonents are in units of acceleration*
."he dead spots assut .<-. .
daa. m derivatives in reference '^J) ar* o arbitror
Jowevcr, It if ^oiiuvoo li. uly khejt under cert.. -ions such
deed spots do ex-ut, ^lly i.- .speed fighter typo air-
croft pe ana- I la reference (9)« fhaTa i'.eai- spot*
Id be cau. r fairinL, of the ta.il surfaces ir.
fuselage, by wing watt . -jw-eet tail surfaces, or by anything
which ni ,nt interfere with flow over the tail surfaces la suoh
a narr.er as to cause the dead spot effect assured for theae
Boaent cerivativee* r. If these dee \r-
ities do occur, they wii- o possibly * measured or in-
atod by wind tunnel data, ';o the relatively snail anpli-
o of Um toad spot or cue to the faotora interfering *ri1
flow over the tail surfaces, suoh as poor fair r filletir,
,
r.ot existing on the x PJMal Model at all* '-Therefore, it is
of interest to AHatttM she effect of such dead spot non-
linearities on the lateral notions of aircraft ir. response to
disturbances in an effort to account for unexplained lateral
notion responsoa noted in actual aircraft in tl or in an ef-
fort to catal o effect of various deac
on lateral notion responses for various types of aircraft in
... m








oroer that the effeat dead spot nor.-linearitles any
readily be predict* 'uturo ues
Reference (9) constitutes a preliminary analysis of
the effects of dead spot non-1 I nearit ios in moment derivatives
lateral notions of aircraft* This thesis constitutes a
further analysis of the effects of deu.i spot non-I : near i tics
on the lateral motions of aircraft.
Terence ;3) oonsiders the aimul :a effect
dead & -. arities In •- >nal stability an<: da:
yaw derivatives or. .ateral motions of a particular high
speed fighter type airplane under certain flight conditions.
This thesis considers the effect of the above ^o dead spot non-
linearities plus the effect of a similar dead spot non-linearity
in the dihedral ef. rivative, la', on the airplane of ref-
erence (9) for a straight and level flight conditio . he, ef-
fects of these three dead spot non-lin arities are considered
.vioualiy and in vari .ations with one another. ore-
over, the effects on the lateral mot 5 on arc considered for a two
ne transport type aircraft la a straight and level fli
condition at low speed. For the secend airrrle , M effects of
the three preceding dead spot n v.-linearitios ar< Jered








to yawin,; velocity derivat ive, lj.'. '.* .0 effects of MmM To
dead spo' -ii:iear! ties on the lateral notions of the aeoond
airplane are considered 1 v.ually an- la various cor one.
It le to b« to haft 1,.' ia sero for the airplane of refer-
ence (ft
1
The dead spot non-linearities in lfl* and Ip* are ar-
bitrarily aasutaed but they could possibly occur, ar.U hence their
effects are of interest, Anythin, w raatically interfere*
with the flow over the vertical aurfaoea would cause a tendency
for dea^ apot non-linear itios to occur in la* and lr '.
Ae waa the oaae in reference (9), the amplitude of all
dead spots was arbitrarily assumed to extend from minus two de-
grees to plus two degrees of sideslip, althot s dead spot
amplitude is arbitrary it is a value whioh could quite conceiv-
ably occur in the actual physical case, and moreover, it is a
convenient value to use La calculations.
The disturbance which was used to cause lateral notion
responses was in all cases a o is turbancs La LdMlln alone.
This procedure also corresponds lo that of reference (3). Tor
each case the effocts af she doaa . - earities on the
lateral notions was investigated for disturbances n sideslip
of ;jreo« 1 ogre*-, respectively. Dm** dls-
> t




turbanoea ware chosen joou.;;;e naured that the effecta of
doaC. spot non-linear it iea an the* lateral notions would be in-
veati.eled for inltit &ide or m
•idt of the deed I , Lively.
notions in response to bide. uturbancos furnish s ,ood in-
diejtl if tin ' t.he lateral motion rce_ w:,ios o' the
airplane to ssiall dleturbejaeat in general* n disturbance in
sideslip alone is quite feasible from the physical point of
view. If an airplane in straight anu level flight is hit by a
strong, uharp-ed^e. with the result that it is practically
instantaneously yap h an angle of five ue^eea to the
left of its flight path* the a I has then experienced a
disturbance in sideslip alone of plus five decrees. It should
be noted that with the preceding definition of the disturbance,
the airplane would have to be yaw ou h a yew anjjle in the
•izontal plane of plus f-'ve decrees to return the longitudinal
axis to the direction of t hoflight path.
Ll thesis is a t!<eorotical investigation, as was
refar'-'nee ^3)» a^ there ar-j .:0 r of aotuu- t caeea
with vJ i conpero th -'-e of :;he investigations coaprls-
lUg thi3 thesis, al J '* was stateu i: a eneral way in ref-
that undar.ped snaking notions had been noted in
speed aircraft in roe to am 11 anpl'tude
IOW & -311 ?<i *X ' -.'
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sidealip i isv..r.>ance*> anu that this Making noti> n ni,.ht be at-
tributable to dead a;;ot non-linearities in no anc nr . however,
)»e absence of any retailed flight u.ata on the lateral re»
j.iaea of airplar.ea having dea^ spot nu: -1 ..< aritiea, the re-
sults of bh© invest igati^:.s of thia thesis arc intended to
serve as a cataloging effects of the vari oua dead spot
-linearities on the lateral notion responses of two dj fforont
types of airplanes in st. and level flight.
standard HACA lateral stability equations arc used
in eonputin
.
the lateral taction responses to the sideslip dlt»
oea. As prov; atod, the accuracy of '.heoc eoua-
tions in computing the tine histories of lateral not' one of
snail anplitude las boon ah own by reference (G) to be quite
o^ . . should be aotada however, that the lateral stability
equations as applied ir. kail thesis are for "controls Cixoi '
.
a Reeves electron' c Analogue uonputer (RKAC), at the
University of i/innesota was used to cooptiie the lateral notion
roapo: ses to the sideslip disturbances for tho cases under in-
vestigation, since the solution Tor the tine rstorios of the
responses for all these cacus woulb require a very prohib-




DECCRIITIGK OF AlRPLAHh. ~.D
lanes whose lateral notions were investigated
In thia thesis ware des ; gnatcd •« Airplanes I and II, reapoc-
tively. Their characterise 5 ce are described below.
Airplane I is a conventional, slow apeed twin engine
transport. Ita force and noraent derivatives arc given directly
in units of acceleration and are tabulated in Table . he
•^uilibriun flight cord:tior. of Airplane I throughout these in-
vestigations is straight and level flight at en altitude of
7500 feet and a true airs; oed of 242 feet per second, which ia
1G5 miles ry^r '.our, It was expected that this airplane would
have a very 1 '-:Ti* of lateral dynatiic stability. . is ex-
tation was borne out by the results of these invest? rations.
Airplane II is a high speed fighter type airplane which
ia used in the investigations o'S references (§)• he force and
comer.t derivatives of this airplane ar> given in reference ^9)
in the fom of nor.-dir.ens' Nasi coefficients, ."hose dorivuMvee"
wore converted to units of acceleration in Appendix ure
tabulated in Table II. The equilibrium flight condition of Air-
plane II throughout these invest! gat ions is straight and level
flight at an altitude of 30,000 feet and a true airapeed of 753
! 'A
• *tI T
"mijiji al «c • bnJ imrw
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feet per socond, which is 512 niles per hour. It is evident from
reference (d) that this airplane, although laterally dynamically
stable, this airplana ia nodcrately close tc < he lateral oscilla-
tory instability ooundary. This was borne fron the results of
the invest ia of this ^hesia # wMoh, in fact, showed tliat
I lateral dynanio stability of Airplane II sii<^ht be terned
marginal when ther* arc no non-linearities in. the monent deriva-
tives* It should bo noted Lliat the . dittos, of Airplanes
II in these invest! Rations corresponded to the case where •? was
equal to xero de^ees in reference (£;• Moreover, the type of
dead spot non-linearities assutwu l various moswmt deriva-




lalog the nethoo of the Laplace transform as outlined
by references (d), 17), ar.d (9), the lateral response '<n side-
slip was computed by hand Tor a disturbance in sideslip of plus
five degree* for both Airplanes 1 and ii, respectively, with no
dead spot nun-linearities in force or nonent derivatives and
for Airplane 1 with the dead spot non-linearity assumed in the
dihedral effect derivative* i'hoae solutions were used primar-
as checV.a on the accuracy of the
on using the , the lateral response* for side-
slip and the lateral notions and rates of notion in ros onte to
disturbance* n sideslip of five decrees and one degree, re8pec
tively, were determined for the various* assumed dead spot non-
linearities in nonent derivatives, take ally and
various oombination*, these luikC solutions for the various
lateral responses were then usee to analyse the effects of the
various deau spot non-linearities on the lateral responses as
comparer to the lateral responses for Airplane* 1 and II, re-





In Appendix C aro presented the stability equal loon
and the Laplace transform of the lateral stab' DM
for initial condition disturbances. Equation C-2 of C
are the standard 11ACA lateral stability equations in wh'ch for-
ces and moments are in non-d'oensi <ual coeff icier ine
appears as a non-dinen:;' o al parameter. T^se are the equations
as used in reference \, rJ), tmations C-2 are the sane standard
lateral stability equations but La which forces and moments a -
pear in units of acceleration and time appears direc I sec-
onds* These are the equations as used in this thesis, both for
the hand solutions and for '..he 1 olutions.
Appendix C also contains tho expansion of the deter-
minants incident to the Laplace trans f-r ti solution of equa-
tions C-2. These detcrr.' nante wore expanded in general forn for
initial conditio m of .^otorbancec. .'is corresponds to
what was presented in reference (9) except that this reference
present a only ';he expansion of the denominator determinant o
the numerator determinant for angle of sideslip response , whore-
as Append5x C of this thesis presents : n addition to the pro-
ceding expansions, the expansions of the numerator determinants
for angle of roll and angle of yaw responses, respective 1; .
•n *e/
• It -
It will be av%a« '.'.a* equations d-2 contain constant
terns, yc# r^, and lc'» wMc!, are required for de» t non-
linearities in y. , :. * , a ... 1£ , of the type illustrated in Fig-
1, for deaii spot r.or.-l' i.oarities in no « anc 1 *g • In refer-
ence ^9) only the con; ~j, , c orreeponding tt» n , is inclu-
de~. It will bo r.oted that this constant appears in -ent
terns in the expansion of the numerator deternir.ant Tor an, -
of sideslip in Appendix C of this thesis and in the expansion
of reference (9), The author of reference (9) has acknowledged
that reference (9) is in error in this respect and that Appendix
C of this thesis is correct in this respect.
Be .e equations and expansions of Appendix C the
sideslip an^le response was computed by hand for a disturbance
in angle of sideslip of plus five decrees for ;»irpiano I with
no dead spot non-linearies and with the assumed dead spot La !«'
respectively. Sample calculations for these solutions ara re-
sented in Append?
x
©sis. ?ho responses in angle of
sideslip for these two oases are plotted in Figure 2.
The response la snjle of sideslip to a five degree
disturbance in sideslip for Airplane II with no dead spot non-
earitiej was also computed by hand us"ng the Laplace trans-





plottod in I'i£uro 3» It will l»o :: .at this solution d.'ffers
sonowhat from the correspond' ruj solution in reforonoa (0), be:
very similar in general :iature but lyinj olosar to the solution
fur n equal to tuinus two ^e^eos than to th* solution for ri
equal to soro degrees, which was the actual case in this sol -
tion. It ia believed, but not verified, that the & re-
sponse solution appoarin u in Figure 3 of this thesis is correct,
rather than the side;, I solution appear in;; la rcfar-
enoe (9). Therefore, hone©fort csis the solution a -





The Reeves Electronic Analo^uo Computer can solve the
lateral stability equations directly and in very ahort tins*
Equations C-2 were used for the 2iC solutions* Appendix '.. of
this thesis presents equations C-2, the lateral stability equa-
tions and the various smiltip. potentiometer settings used
for Airplanes I and II, respectively,
A tabulation of the various solutions which were
oade and their designations for purposes of this thesis is riven
in Table i: .
It will be noted that in the case of each airplane,
respectively* solutions were made for the airplanes with no
dead spot non-linearities and a disturbance in sideslip of plus
five degree* and Tor the airplanes with the various assumed
dead spot non-linearities taken individually and in various oosi-
binations, as indicated by Table III, for disturbances in side-
slip of plus five degrees and pjius one dagrtHt, respectively*
It will also be noted that by an integration process, indicated
in Appendix I* angle of sideslip was mace to appear as the ab-
cissa in Ki^AC solutions 1-1 and II -1 rather than lies, which is
the usual abciasm* Thus, in these two solutions the various
dead spot non-linearities for Airplanes I and II, respect?- I; ,
»V Oi
v »<••«: m mr\tm aao I ->rl^o»
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are presented by the HatC as functions of an~le of si deal'
the tmnrier in which the R AC applies them in the solution of
the lateral stability equations. These two RhAC solution*
showed that as applied by the , ie deeu spot non-linear-
ities did not have precisely a dead spot ran^e extending be-
tween plus and ninus two decrees of sideslip angle and that the
discontinuities were slightly rounded. However, these two aol-
utiona allowed that the dead apot non-linearit ios as applied by
the RiiAC were very nearly exactly aa desired, comparing very
favorably with desired dead apot non-linearit iea as illustrated
by Fijure 1.
All other RiiAC solutions were tiine histories of the
various lateral responses for the various casee as tabulated in
Table III. For ear solution the following lateral re»
aponses were recorce*. Ie of sidealip, an^le of roll, ar
of yaw, rate or roll, ratt; of yaw, and any dead apot non-linear-
itiee that were aasuaeci for the case in question multiplied by
the roaponae with which they were associated in tho lateral
atability equations. This required that each KLAC solution be
recorded twice since the recorder which waa used coulc record
only four responses simultaneously. In order to insure that








• itiealip response wee recordod Lot; tines for each solution* It
was found that for nearly all solutions t.'vs two recordings of
ancle of sideslip response oatcheu one another very close 1 .
The Dost taarked exceptions to the above occurred in B -AC solu-
tions II-G and 11-9. In the oase of 'd -AC solutions II -Co and
II-Gb the two recordings of sideslip response matched exactly
in period but showed a variation of about rJ v« per cent in
their respective peak aaplitudes. In '.ho oaao of lllAC solu-
tions II-9a and Ii»0b, the two recordings of sideslip response
Batched vary closely in amplitude but showed a variation of
^t fivo per cent in period, .Since the general nature of side-
slip response was the same in both recordings for both oases*
the fairly srall variations \r. anplitude ant; period, respect-
ively, were not considered ^raat enou/h to destroy the identity
of the solution betweon the two recordings in either case. In
nearly all other sol t ions variations between the two record-
ings of sideslip angle response ware negligible.
The recording for each solution of the tine history of
the assumed dead s.ot non-linearities showed that for ail oases
the dead spot ran«;-,e of from plus to ninus two decrees of side-
slip angle was quits '.veil air.tained. Llaa dties In
«e»-iinoarities 'n nA and lp" were slightly rounded but were
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linearities very closely, discontinuities for the non-linear-
ities in a,, and lr ' were quite sharp and thus represented the
decired doad spot non-linearities very closely.
IC solutions 1-2 and 1 1 -2 represent the solutions
for the lateral responses for Airplanoa I and II respectively
with no dead spot non-linearities and a sideslip disturbance of
fire degrees* These solutions were compered on the basis of
peak amplitudes and periods with the hand solutions for sideslip
angle response Tor the same case: , i are plotted ii -es
2 ant! 3, respectively, wit!, the hand solutions boing considered,
of course, the nore accurate* The results of these comparisons
are tabulated in Table I\ . iilso tabulated in ."able IV is the
comparison of solution 1-3 with the corres;ond' I sol-
ution for assumed dea l - nearity in 1ft' for Airplane I
with a iidoslip disturbance of five degrees* It is evident that
E«AC solutions 1-2 and 1-3 compare very favorably with the cor-
responding hand solutions which are plotted li -e 2* RhAC
solution H-2 does not compare as favorably' with the correspond-
ing hand solution for Airplane II, whioh is plotted in Figure 3*
However, tho main variation lies in a small consistent varia-
tion of peak amplitudes, and this variation is r.ot considered
sufficient to destroy the idontity '^tween the hand solution for








the corresponding SKAC solution* <Jn the basis of the above c
pariaons the R.AC is assumed to accurately sol-e the lateral
equations of notion for 1storal rosponses in the cases covered
by this thesis.
Various characteristic values deternined from the XKAC
solutions for f he various lateral responses to a five degree
sideslip response ere tabulated In Tables V end VI for Airplanes
I and II, respectively. Certain of the values from Tables V and
VI are tabulated in Tables II and VIZI* respectively, as per-
centages of the oorresponding values for the respective airplane
with no dead spot non-1 ir.rarities.
A number of lihAC solutions were included in this
thesis. 'H\ia -AC solutions which were .included anu their fig-





The Bsrtheaetioal end physical background of these in-
vestigations '.eve previously been covered elsewhere in this
thesis* horeover. the accuracy of the h. AC computer, as chocked
by hand solutions for several cases has also boon covered t
found to be reasonably
,
ood. Thoreforo, it will now be assumed
that the K^AC solutions for the lateral responses are correct
for each of the various oases inveatigat' • his section of the
thesis will be devotee: to the analysis and discussion of the ef-
fects on the lateral aircraft responses of the various dead c
non-linearities as pr sented by the IleC solutions* that being
the oajor purpose of the Investigations conprisin,, this thesis.
The R«AC solutions corresponding to the various dead
spot non-linearities are listed in Table 111. Various quanti-
ties relating to t.-»e nature of Uto lateral responses for a
sideslip ancle disturbance of five degrees were determined from
these solutions and tabulated in -ables V and VI for Airplanes
I and II. respectively. Using the values In Tables V a:
,
various quantities relating to the nature of the lateral re-
sponses were expressed as peroenta c;es o" their values for the
oasa with no non-linearities. hese percentages were tabulated
in Tables VII and VIII for Airplanes I and II. respectively .
taamdtm
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Thus the various RLAC aoi'.tiona and Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII,
were used as the basis for the following discussions. In the
follow n^ discussions, tl.e tern "lateral responses" will, as
before, indicate the aggregate of the tine histories of angle
of sideslip, angle of roll, angle of yaw, rate of roll, and
rate of yaw, responses to the sideslip disturbances. It should
also be noted that, except where noted otherwise, all discus-
sions pertain to the first eighteen seconds following the dis-
turbance.
lateral responses for Airplanes I and II with no dead
spot non-linearities a
Airplane I with no dead spot non-linearities in moment
derivatives has a very stable response in all lateral responses
to a five degree disturbance in sideslip angle. In less than
3.5 seconds and 1.0 cycle fror. the time of the first oscilla-
tion, each of the lateral responses is damped to one half amp-
litude. In less than 15.0 seconds ami 4.0 cycles, each of the
lateral responses is damped to 0.01 amplitude, I-ach of t
lateral responses, except yaw angle, appear essentially as pure
oscillations with negligible pure divergence from original tri»
conditions. Angle of roll, however, does show a slight spiral
divergence after seven seconds, out at fifteen seconds from the
orig nal disturbance this pure divergence has increased only to
a£ tot
-qr
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about 0.02 degree, a value which would not bo noticed by the
pilot.
The angle of yaw response ahowe the airplane's good
directional stability, since within 2.5 seconds the angle of yaw
las shown a pure divergence to the ri^ht of five decrees and has
comraencad a heavily damped oscillation about the value of five
degrees, with an original a-plitudo of 2,5 decrees. Lince at
zero tine the angle of yaw is sero and the relative w:nd ia five
degrees to the right of the longitudinal axis, the above yaw re-
sponse ia what would be oxpected of a stable airplane* /mgle of
yaw also shows a slight spiral instability after about ten sec-
onds fror. zero tine. iiowever, at fifteen seconds, this spiral
divergence is only 0,4 degree greater than the yaw angle or five
degrees at which the airplane first stabilises. hereforo, the
airplane can be said to have negligible spiral instability for
a disturbance in sideslip of five degrees.
As can be seen fron Table V, the maximum anplitudos at-
tained by all lateral responses aro snail, the maximum values at-
tained by angles of sideslip, roll, and yaw, respectively, be:
-2.65 degrees, -1.3 degrees, and -7.5 degrees. The maximum
values attained by rate of roll and rato of yaw, respectively,
aro: -2.2 degrees/second, and 6.0 degrees/second. It is to be
.
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noted tha' w term naxinun value of sideslip is need
, it re M Taximum value of s' la-
.ituce attained f:>llowin




The ;*riod for one cycle of all lateral r a. cnses ia
4«li aeconde, whieh would proas. > allow the
Lot to take corrective action if let desired, liowever, '-he
amplitudes of all lateral rce.onaee ar" ao small, and their oe-
olllationa are ao hot ^aped t}iat la loss than fifteen sec-
onds the airplane will lave re* urn d to an equilibrium strai,
and level flight condition with no fort to the pilot and
no control act' on required.
Thus, it nay be stat- o lateral not "on r -
s onses of Airplane I wi 4 I rols fixed are heavily damped
oscillations of fairly Ion;; period with nogliglbla spiral diver-
gence in the firat fifteen seconds.
The lateral notion of Airplane I, with no des
non-linearities in aonent derivatives, in response to a distur-
bance in aidealip of one .:e,_-,roe would bo exactly the same as
that for the five degree disturbance exoept vhat all anplitudes




Airplane II with no dead spot r.on-linearitlos
it certvativee lias a stable response in all lateral notions
to a five decree disturbance In s'deslip. Kowover, the stabil-
ity characteristics of Airplane II are far leas desirable than
je of Airplane I. Tall is to be expected, hoarovor, since in
a transport type aircraft, ,ood stability characteristics are
of pri«B Importance since they insure smooth, occfortable
straight and level flight, whereas in fighter type aircraft,
on the other hand, although dynaraic stability is required, soaa
stability characteristics ar.ust be sacrificed In order to Lnsuro
-ood oaneuverability characteristics.
All lateral responses of Airplane II are pure oscilla-
tions with ne.liciblc spiral divargvaoa* At 0.8 seconds follow-
ing the disturbance, yawangle has attained a value of ten de-
grees and started oscillating about plus f:ve de^eos with an
Initial amplitude of fico degrees. hu3. Airplane 71 also las
.
directional stability, although its yaw oscillations are
•ore lirhtly daaped and of larger amplitude than those of Air-
plane !• Jie various lateral oscillations require over four
seconds and about three cycles to danp to half amplitude, .his
can be ain from la lea V and VI to be about twioe as cany soc-
u end about five tin.es aa wany cycles as required fef laM
I to danp to half amplitude. Moreover, at fifteen seconds fol-
- > .. . ipoi Aft •< '; &bflB
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the disturbance, lateral roapor.aea of Airplane II hare
just barely been danped to leas than 0*1 acplitude and have os-
ilated through nore tlian - . I cles. ".'hi a oonperee very un-
favorably wi v>lane I, whoso lateral oacillations liave con-
plately danped out by fifteen aeoocda.
The naucinun values attained by the la'.era 1 responaea
of Airplane :i ar* 1 relatively They ar as folloaa: angles)
of sido3lip, roll, and yaw, respectively are -4«G do.re«6, -14.2
degrees, and 10.1 degrees; rate of roll and rat-' of yaw, respec-
tively are 52 degreos/socond a' dogrees/secor.c. - II of
theao values arc high enough to be quite noticeable to the pilot.
"he naxinun roll angle of -14.2 decrees is or. the vor.o of being
too lar, e to fit the aasunptions of the theory of snail oscilla-
tions on v. ie lateral equations are baaed, but it is
large enough to make an appreciable error in this solutic .
largo saaxicam rollinw and yawing velocities occur within
the first second after the disturbance ar.c ooupled with the
shorter period, which la 1.5 seconda for all lateral responses,
would sake the action very unconfortable for the pilot who <a
tryin^ to fly straight a:id level.
Thus the lateral responses of Airplane II, wit;, controla




The lateral ros. onsea of Airplane II with r.o dea^ opot
non-linearit lea In response to a ditturbar.ee in sideslip of one
would be exact. sane as the response to ve
disturbance in sideslip except that the amplitudes would
be roduoed by one (If
The difference in the nature of the lateral response*
between Airplanes I and II in response to the sans disturbance
oan be considered to c^nforn to known theory* As can be seen
fron Tables I a: id II, the nost warked difference between the
characteristics of Airplanes I and II Ilea in the difference be-
tween their respective dihedral effects anc directional stabil-
ities, both boint ; greater for .Airplane II than for Airylane !•
Moreover , the difference in dral effects is .,reot r
than the difference in the directional stabilities. In no -
dimensional coefficie iese o'fforences would be even
ore narked liMN \>qSb) would bo emller for Airplane II than
for Airplane I. Kow igure 11*3 of reference (1) has been ir-
cluded la this thesis at ft 4. .ron this fi^uro it oari be
»%m\ that there is a oertain ran£o for a particular airplane
over whi-
'
idral effect and directional stability nay be
varied which will ^ivo lateral dynardc stabili . fa oortt
airplane lyin^ in this stable region had its directional sta-







that the dihedral effect become greater negatively, the oscil-
latory boundary is approached or crossed if the negative in-
crease in dihedral effect is great enough. Conversely, if the
dihedral effect is decreased negatively, the divergence boundary
is approac/.od or crossed. Keasoning on this basis in very gen-
eral terns, if it were assumed that the nain difference in the
cliaracteristics of Air, lanes I and II were a moderate difference
in directional stability derivative and a largo difference in
dihedral effect derivative, tlen Airplane II would bo expected
to be in the region of the oscillatory boundary and Airplane I
in the region of the divergence boundary, tiuch is apparently
the case, for as previously shown. Airplane II is in the stable
region with no spiral divergence but with relatively li.htly
damped, short period oscillations, thus showing it to be rela-
tively near the oscillatory boundary. Airplane I, on the other
hand, is just barely on the unstable 6ide of the divergence
boundary, since it has a vc Id spiral divergence and heav-
ily damped. Ion or period oscillations. Thus, as previously
stated. Airplane I lias been permitted to have vary nild, prac-
tically unnoticed spiral divergence in order that it may have
very heavily damped. Ion,.-, period lateral oscillations, whereas
Airplane II has beer, permitted to have only moderately well
damped lateral oscillations in order that it nay have <,ood
mm*
o araii oi b*£*l4r»q umd s-
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nanauverability characturiatios* owaver. In this case the com-
bination of low period and hi c;h anplitudea mke the lateral
stability characteriatica very deairable.
.redictod effects of ue. a-linearitlcai
It would be rary difficult to predict the effocta of
the vari^ua dead spot non-linear!tins with any accuracy without
actually aolvir,,: the stability equations with these non-linear-
itiee included* as waa done in th3s invest . owevor, by
reasoning similar to that la the preceding paragraph, the ef-
fects which the non-linearities could be expected to have amy be
predicted in very general terna.
Ilowinr hho I:.e or r^aaonin of the preceding sec-
tion, a decreaae ir ;ral effect to sero wfth all other air-
plane c liaractertiiitics held constant would, in accordance wit
iro 4» be expected to increase the da latoral os-
cillations and to cause spiral instability, case of the
dead apot no arity, tho dihedral effoct is only zero when
sidesli a. Olo is between plus I iua two degrees. ;e-
lcss, the general effect —uld be expected to be that stated
above.







alive to sero when wl
'
; io dead spot would be expectod to
hare the general effect of modifying the lateral 000* llationa.
However, s'nce in this case dihedral effect woul uld cor -
stant f the dead spot in directional stability derivative would
be oxpected to primarily affect the lateral oscillations la a
respect other than danpin£> Thus, the deav I in diroctional
stability derivative would bo expectod to :>ri:~arily affect the
period of the lateral oscillations. This agroee with the state-
—nt taede in r ferenoe (9), statin,, that the directional stabil-
ity derivative is similar to the spring oonotant In a serine-
dashpot system.
The danpine in yaw derivative, as oar. be seen from its
na?ne. If resll known to affect primarily the damping of the lat-
eral oscillations, v? us, the general effect of tho dead s
non-linearit; he danpinu in yaw derivstive would be expected
to consist of a reduction in the dampin. of the lato.al oscilla-
tions. This agrees with a stateoent made in referonco (9) com-
paring the damping; in yawing derivative with the daapin,- con-
stant of a spring-dashpot system.
The general effect of the dead spot in the roll:"






-xjltar.eous combinations of the above dead spot non-
linearities would also lave effeots which would be hard to pre-
t except that it night be conjooturod that the individual
effects night be superimposed on one another*
The affects of the -various dead spot non-linearities
will now be described and dismissed in rmry general terns. x-
oept where stated otherwise, comparisons arc made with the later-
al responses of the airplanes for the case with no dead space
r. or.- linearit i es
.
. ffect of deac spot non-linearity in 1a 1 :
-ary effects of the dead spot ir. la* woro a
marked decrease ir. anpii
'
or angle of roll and rate of roll
for both airplanes for the five degree sideslip disturbance,
i'or Airplane II, the damply of all lateral responses was nod-
erato. -cased for the five degree sideslip disturbance,
whereas for Airplane I the damping was essentially uncliangct: for
all lateral responses. The effects on the period for the five
degree disturbance were negligible for both airplanes. The ef-
fect of this dead spot for the one degree disturbance in side-
slip was negligible for both airplanes o ce-pt Mad both ar.



















i-ffect of dead apot non-linoarity in a
M non-linearity had the affect on Airplane I of con-
aiderebly lengthening tha peri ode of the oacillations of tha lat-
aral rceponaea for tha five degree aidealip disturbance. In ad-
dition tha mxiou* amplitudes wore, la joneral, increaaed sone-
what and the damping was aonewhat decreet: . 'ic effect for the
one degree sicesl'p disturbance on Airplane I was ainilar to the
above except that all amplitudes rosained snail* leas than one
decree or one degree per second, respectively, lio spiral diver-
genoe was evident for oit\cr of the disturbances.
The effects of this non-13 nearity on airplane II for
the disturbance* in aidealip of both five dcgroea and one degree
wore the sane as for Airplane I with the sideslip disturbance of
five degree* with the very aajor exception that. Airplane II had
a rapidly developing and extrenely large spiral divergence which
trade the airplane's lateral stability characteristics extrent |
unaatiafactory for both tha five degree and ono degree aidealip
disturbances.
.ffoct of dead apot non-linearity :n lr *:
.o effect of the dead spot in 1,.* on Airplane I for
the aides lip disturbance) of five degrees were vory snail. The
d aoRft . •:.:- act:.'
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period* and raucimum amplitudes of all lateral responses vera es-
sentially unohan^ed* I'he tine to dar.. alf am; 9 of
angle of roll and rate of roll roapor.sea was eonswhat docreeeed,
w.oreas it was sli .eased for th* other responses. The
time to aemp to 0,1 » 1 ae was sli£htly increased for all
lateral responses, A snail spiral diverjer:ce was ev v/hich
was somewhat ^r^ster t;*n that for 4 he case with no non-linoer-
itiea.
For the case of Mr; lane I with a one degree distur-
bance in sideslip, this non-linearity had the primary effeot of
producing a spiral divergence whir ., ju^K small, was appreci-
ably <jreater than the spiral divergence enoountered in Airplane
I with no non-lint«arities. All lateral response oscillations
were of small amplitude a vlly damped.
-effect of dead spot non-lit. arity
s non-linoarity had the effect for both Airplanes
I and 11 for disturbances in sideslip of both five de^roos and
one de, . roduc'n^ the damping and leav a period un-
chanjo. . owover, the reduction in dar*; >r Airplane I, al-
thout;h appreciable d:'d not rake tlw» stability characteristics
of Airplane I unsatisfactory* whereas the response oaoillati ons
aaw J
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for Airplane II booane neutrally danped for the five decree dis-
turbar.oe unstable for the one degree disturbance, thus mafcinc the
stability oharaoteristics of r ane II unsatisfactory for this
Combined dead spot non-linearities in 1a' and lp*:
The prinary effect of this set of non-lin«arIties on
the lateral responaes of Airplane 1 was to reduoe tho oscilla-
tions of angle of roll and rate of roll responses to suoh an ox-
tent that an, la of roll response was a pure divergence by three
seconds following the disturbance for the five degree sideslip
disturbance and by one second following the disturbance for the
one degree disturbance, ."'.is divergence was not pronounoed
enoi.gh to be objectionable*
Combined dead spot non-lIneariti«s in nn and nj.*
The prinary effects of this so on-linoarities on
both ai planes for both sideslip disturbances were to reduce the
danpin0# lengthen the period, ani in most oases increase the
raxianm aaplituco for all lateral reaponsos. For Airplane I the
Bgnltude of these effects was not objectionable, ftr Airplane
the lateral stability characteristics were made unsatisfactory/*
AM
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For the five degree disturbance in sideslip of Airplane II all
lateral responses became neutrally t.amped at fron 0.7 to 0.8
of their initial amplitudes . For the one decree disturbance in
sideslip of Airplane II, all lateral responses became unstable.
Combined effect of dead spot non-linearities in la', lr ', no,
and nj.j
The primary effect of this set of non-linearities on
the lateral responses of Airplane I for sideslip disturbances
of both five de^roes and one degree was to lengthen the period
and reduce the damping, each by a moderate amount. However, the
tendency also i*as to reduce the oscillations of angle of roll
and rate of roll responses makin^ an^le of roll res, onse nearly
a small, pure diveruence throughout the major portion of the
solution for both the ^ive degree and one degree disturbances,
respectively. or the one sideslip disturbance, the di-
rectional stability is very poor with angle of sideslip oscil-
lating about 1.3 degrees.
Conbinod effect of dead spot non-linearities in 1a*, na, and nr *
The major effects of this set of non-linoarities on





disturbances, respectively, were to inoroaso tho period and re-
duce the Janpin^ of the lateral response oscillations* however f
the stability oharaotoristios for this case, although uar^nal,
oould be considered satisfactory and are nuoh inprovou ovor ths
oass with dead spot non-linearities in both na and n,.. Thus the
dead spot non-linoarity in la* showed a vmry strong danpin^, ef-
fect on the combined dead spot non-linearities in nft sjsl .T .
a is the effect wh! o); would be predicted if ths results for
I dead spot for lA 1 alone were superimposed on the results for
the oonb; ned dead spots in ng and n
r
»
Althov results presented in this section show
sons agreement with the simple predictions attonpted earlier in
the section, it is obvious that for any sort of accurate ndica-
tion of the effects of various dead spot non-linearities, the
actual ros, onses oust be solved for as was d >ne in the invosti.-a-
tions of this thesis. As an extreme example of this it nay be
noted that the violent s. :ral instability caused for Airplane II
by the dead spot non-linearity in na would be conpletely unex-
pected in a mere general qualitative analysis of tho situation*
..-over, inasmuch as Um results of this thesis show a
fsusrel similarity in the trends of the effects of the dead spot
BSB-linearitiss on the late al responses of Airplanes I and I ,
...
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oh differed widely in their characteristic*. It is believed
at the General results of this thesis for each of the air-
planes could be applied, respectively *:o a very sim-
ilar characteristics. Interpolation of the results for Air-
planes I and II, respectively, for an air. lane whose character-
istics differ significantly fron either of these would probably
lead to incorrect conclusions in nany oases « It is believed
tliat if an accurate estination of the effects of any dead spot
non-linearities arc desired for a particular airplane, then the
lateral responses to disturbances of interest should be solved






The najor effects of the dead spot nor.-linearities In-
vestigated in this thesis were found to be as follows
i
Lead spot In lo' t Exorcised a moderate increased
dampin aotion on the lateral .
sponse oscillatio
Dead spot in no: Actod to lengthen the period of
tho lateral response oscillations.
Dead spot in 1T
t
* This derivative was zero for Air-
plane II. The effect on tho lat-
eral responses of Airplane I were
negligible.
Dead epot in nr : Actod very markedly to reduce the
damping of the lateral response
oscillations.
Tho effects of combinations of the above non-linoar-
ities appeared, in e. eral to be a superposition of tho effects
of the non-linearities acting individually.
The general trend of the effects of the various doad
spot non-linearities were, in general, the sane for Airplanes I
.*Ol *:.'! •£
: 6 :0
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And II* However, 'he magnitude of the offeots hi snoh groator
for Airplane II , the leas stable air, lane
•
Dead spot non-11 nearit lea in n« sjsl rij. oauaed aont ex*
trenely unstable and dangerous lateral responses in Airplane II .
If an accurate appraisal of the offacts of any dead
spot non-linearities in sonant derivatives on a particular air-
piano are desired* the lateral responses of that airplane with
Uie non-linearity included oust be solved as was done in this
thesis for Airplane I and II
•
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//0/7 y4> ^ . -.•*** /ytsr**/- /'fs ret/fa , * j, r # ^,.r sZx,s, / S^ </*
c*"
<?-z> . o
(A? /&S7sScr<' ' tZ/TZJ//*/ e/<? ^ s7SCs //£?/' /7S7S £&S7?/7/£"/&/j? <9o>>ry£>&c/ trt,/*






All fert^i^o/o^Lj)M^e^CiL^o^res^o^ic^i h ^ta^^a^
A/A?A feru~urto/oj<j.
The Airph** txfs system uJ4i Ah* rifttPJi**i*
i
*<t sfehilfy
4*/*j, (uiirfd axis), So)s few , cc)~is»on /y tised 4y tfre/f/^^/}
The pontile di reeftits o~f & At forces and <** dmeyrts corresf>o«iad
lo Hut neikt fad fttk system used jy We A//M4.
The scjwibo/s cjssd /* ttf/'s thesis are as As fed 6e/t>cJ;-
[for forces Atfd wio>wetft$ exjft/essed as tf0vt-d(HAe«sioM<!?/
coefficient* , lee reference CfJJ.
/f A*f/e 6-f sideslip j decrees or rad/a^s
Anqle of roil} dentries or radians-
4ft A^c^le of y4uJ) decrees dv Kad/*ns-
D Different*/ oper* tor,(*/£*)
f/xne j seconds-
Hatp of roll) decrees/sec&fd or radtws/second.
Rdh otv}4u>, dzyretjj&eortj dr ywdi4*ns/seco*fd
.
A*qk be tujeew febttiive ustnd Qnd I?or 7 1 ** fa/ i* /<*]/Mi144
A
pli*€ of a if era ft, de^e50r radios, AfJ-W"1 ed do* 5 fa+it
fkfom/fi **} Q/l Solutions] ^
U MMH foru)a/d ve/oiity oA' 4tr/°/4ne, -ft/sea.,
fassuited C6*stlUif th^tqhdtiA 4// so/at/o^s )
&bxrfpt "o " f(e fas to /* / t/a/ eoyjdi fion
L' Kol/fSiOj MOtWOtfi\ ft //?S.





, ro/l/iit) Monetf, sec'
rl N/li ) (jtiuJiUq *r?o~t e«tj sec'
(j Y/~? ) tide force } ft/seel
£> lb>%r i i%ti*"/*fii+'J Wtf> r^P ee/t,^luj) sec^rtdtix-'-see-
\'i*<*\ f dead toct^ kit zero itoidtdedtfrtfifi^
I'/*)*1? WAp **d **/jp } respeef/sely , sec"*
l'rl *r M/dr 4*A \r\/fr rei/ntfive/y > sect . ,

Si
Conversion of SfnAi/thj P-e^i i/atji/fs frui^i
fton-[)i *»ei4$ioi/lti/ hoifw fv vi*i Ps i tp^rsa/ th^w ivifli
Ua'ft of Acw/f afia*?, for A'pf/a+js J?
The s/~a&i///y JeS/i/of/i/es of A''r/r/fsr^JP
u)^re coui/effe(f f^c>^ rf'0*1/1 -div*ewsi'ow4/' *o*f*f/£/if6*f'
rowj^f to di^Ptf St'omtf -for** vtifif vM/fo of*. ce&/i?//*t/an
Q$ itijietied J?y fa* ft)/ /ouiuiij S4*<p/* e-a/&u/*/'o/f*'-
(d/trfe tfibi iiA odd1 fro * to He data -for ^irf/astejF
i* TABL £JT- :- h* u;« 9 y*i* *tt7ff. >'- &o<~ /f+f.W)
tne dfatoitAtj f/i fo// desii/otlr* /</ io«- d<*<u stist *"*/
tc effi€i*»t foru. is> C - -0, 4-6?' foe TAfiLiJi).
r L J- J r a / c »• fh£) / r
10 COM VeSt To 4**PA*J} l>i Y(yM <fafitMrtv*/i I" #"ffe of
ft ~^*. . „.-">^
(^ \ Kl if*\- (O.iOL S,*(li ?) \- if.Z 4 ft l
aSk.q^b- iH _ Tqe_ n/h,\ Jltl x>)C7Zj),27-7
L- :£££*- 0.Olt4O tec.




Lateral 5Vtf^////^ Equthovs Q*^
'd^ts as
C-l
The ^td^darj /afera/' sf~a/?/ '//fy <?$//$&c-
ft
Wkti/i fortes Q^d uAo^tisfs A^€ t&iserf^d /&
ff %e COot t~ro/$ PSe ttws/'Jetre d fixed) file
a j j /Set* (ah ft? fd/Ztutinf /%f£ /-
where ;- fi>0> oi^i tyiare th* fr«ns -forced varfrb/es-
6 & Hie to p/ace operator




"oft -Vp^f fro -<dr>yo + Sgl
'~c0
o t (D0)o -Yfi&-^(H«^
-r AP 4 Us
<r To /p
V>VV, "^.§t&>J-»,Vo*W(fcl-*% + ?%-
a* 4 a Ite/fSdt/'tjt //y ; %£ Mf iMeHod f defee/*;#serf's-
Thus;- A"^
Tffe de fps^ f*i*i$ *)k**» expanded^ ^/p
4 r {,(*) --4 o*i% cr7J c, a* f P, <r+t,

<r-j
0y He*l/iyi<lr's €x/4-St6» ftf^rt*" -fr*




(/Vote fH»ii" "<«* «**> F^ M/'f &" *** •"**''"* *<* "1 *I*?**
uMte/e:- ( \ a re fy<* J&" soeh o-f[Fur)]
j
fe <ti*Aj£*K>+ +*i*2+h$ + E^ * hft
v.
icti^it-wt+tstf +t>X *-$** t-r3
c»*ffie;*«is o-T ft*), f,(A,fM <W 6^>
/Vofe;- Si*>pk-fic*t!on of Heaviside Fxf>4*sio» for the
f-u/o co «ii>/ex roots:
-
Let:- (At=c+id,*«<l A4 --c-cd
The,:- ^SL-eVf *^b^= [ae^Je^U[ae^Je^




-9^*"a fo )? ~% £ ) *~*> (f* hi° '"z3 £ )
+ (tyMt)r«B)0-ktl/klk\)-\ + y c (/-*&/£$ -
t <0$,fw,-y,*)Hy»to
-fy«e)t£g (fa -fasfa) -**«/£fe$
•j
-p
fdm lkhi fa' ~VkW&*
-fa) * p;»K a-tyd
-jfcUfa^K*% "rl-tjfr f«> -9*) It,]^^Mr-teVrU
i i*fi i*- /. tf; »>
-K»J +(0*)o &**!>W f*W ^/f*^/^^"^]
+^fc/^ BJ % /-?;^ fj yM /.% fo-?rj7.

c-s.
Expamio* of Alr-ft(e)--Al 6^dl o 3hCl ffl i-Dl f + £t j-
F># >
* *$? OJs"' -#* >#W f *4<l^»^WWI
HO0)obif.»/K%M H^AikD^ItfoiWr >WrC^]
h~-0ot<jp faff, ttf}r-Wr>~ )'l» V0»r~¥f> "/3«o rfWr

C-6




i(P0lfysrWr tf&A$Ofitjp -94 Yp) ¥0 C«oYfiK, -«.%$
1 0o [tip )fi$CKrt -iffilf&oit] + (0pX fys^K ^jr'j8"* iiAfj
+(k (fo -»aY,)+ K(Wp 'f)/3fp)W (%s )'p '#*>)




^amfi/e Ct/c*fatifas for rV^^J So/vf/ons for /les/to^s**
M jff} l/siiiq Me fitted of La/z/ace Tr*«sf&rsi*
fit's10/4*101 tfiHi dead spof wH-Z/rtef/ty f* (JL~
C*.> /3 - S.O
9
- O.OSTZCtr radians-
(The res<//fs of Hits con/*fathom tftn? /o/oj-fzd 114 ftfj. £)•
Usinq
-fhe c/efe r"Htf**ftexftMS/0*fs ofAff^^d/^ C #*</ f-^e
cka^a^hfisfia of Ai sw/faeX -fro** TAPttl. :- &
s Oa tilde fie de*J 5/ot ty r-ffiJXseer'^ )&j*^)f&tKWL*ft/ *Jk4# /i'i^j )1 h +} *4 *» flit - j ?« it - )•'-
I (Mote that -Hirou^kouf Hie ftf/6*^M/c&Wtfcuhto4ivti*lby*&24z).
^FM'(T*t8.$//dJ-f-Z70'f6T3o' 2-h2d7<H)/236' 'd/S~8^>0^2B.
FU)-4d<r zffc7fs<rz +/5:4//J46tf-f'Za74o/i3
t taoto4Z878j(r t ao//smir888
-&Oi!6/3o ±&llS7Oi/Q<r+[M.O7C3630o +li84S7tf
+-/./9/99S?/** ± 0./O7JSZ44] C±(o. C>4- 0/4-/37z)6* .
1~2.IZ64/?J6'T^ OJ4O'Z3WM>.37$4(0VJL to.Z962.4-0o
-0-0ZS-0/$O(DfZ!Jo f/9. fKZ4-Z2/0a + 0.037Z 4$Vd^Z} <T Z
[~OJSd(>oq-J/<Y> -r0.U37U/ty)o j-2.6co78//<#o -fO.Z9L24f#t0)o
%o.o&z$fM&lG to.orzo sii$
.
ift side the dead spot, (lf~°, £*0):~
Ffa) -<r++&3//<r3f 7. 705-(,736- 2H9.oo3i40*-0. 488 73S~3
.
ffc) = 4.06>*-r£6.733<rzfff4//J46(r f/3.00324
t (*) = (/S)(r4f[Sm^ t0JS30S7SSp6^^(T %U/r.^7/?oH/titM*
+O9Mm38fio f-2.234W(D0)o+OJ947o(DiJo + U7S^Ao] <?*
#*) '- (<%YCfoto<)%lta4^i'[77ta%74^ 8^ 8(l?^)-O.?IZ(O0)ot21l^263
ig4&lteirJ0S7StflfaM^
tf- Wherever tu>o s/4*s occur i* Htese defer*,,*/**? eve,/uaf< 0*5 } Hte ufi>f>*r
rj%* c*rres/>o>fds tp posifis* > <h*d itf* footer fb neg*f/iA°/5. This 13 due fo }'c .

0-2.
It. * / a . . / t "
The fvo re*/ roots of F&J tf«« £W 6<j '/Somen Aietfod
Usi«* Ikes? fooh, t~M *>4s Mm reduced h « yWtffife. fb>>
Mint* W»s 0te*t so/^d for ft* co«j«pto /Mir of co*,j>kx roots-
The rooti of F(s) cJere thus fwrU to be- <~
%:0.OOT6iSiU
(\~ 0,0154513





Usinq the ahove roots, t~U«) <oas ev*/«*te J wM H* fofft»i*i r*s«/h:-
fF'(X\--20M9im p*^/—««'f'(X)- I9.W8M
foots for F(g), tohid* Hie de*d Sfof; f, (*«>, h ti«),W % (AJ,
idete e^ahd' for We fvsf forjio* of Me so/u+tatjb"*.'/ Me
dead $W frouandart t /f'2.0 t^ ,, reaped). The resu/h »*'* Q* fo//o«;s:
f,M - o. OHD//09 til)**#mes q^o.osmi*
f&"Mm**«£ &>^-«^cr; &***«ks«-
(Mote that before euftctih'nq the pfecediriq funttioriS) ^« ^^ s
cancelled out u)he/e vefpessib/e befoeeu tye **mentor **d J*»o»'/**for






Usi«1 the abwc v*/«es i* rt<? HWHe Exf>*«*i*«*
*»
f*f* c'si
He follow'^ equations »>M tou/td for tie fafaa/ffy/xnses at t«»ctfo«s






Oi fferenfi'afion of 0and j? yie/ if, respectively rate of r o /
V
and
Safe of ud^ vkt'cb arc found to be as fo//o*Js -
~0. 00SZ9 73S57e* J,766>8,/ytcos (/OO. M2U7 9+£x88. 9*8$*)





The preceding expressions for the /titerqI responses ara ra/d
Only unfit the deadspot toundary
,
($~+2.0* is first crossed. As hhei
dead Srot boundary is eroded another set of so/ufions for the
lateral responses „us f be found)Osihe J* Airplane n then uJ > Hiin
the dead spot.
The procedure is as fo/lou)S)and is the/procedure qiiretn
in reference (9)'-
/S as tjiren on the bofto** ofp>aqe D~Z was eva/u4 fe d i*Jc'frees
eueru 01 second starfina at Zero t, „e uuf,t awlue *f /3 ftf /ess
fha.* 4-Z.d° t*>a$ reached. The resu/t/ns curye was f?/a/fed on
Fly. I. fro** Fia ? Ilie appro*i,nnte fine 4/ K/fiich Hie dead sjtot
boa^dnvu uJas crossed was found f~o be 0.78 seconds
TJiJi +ihi?^t- 0.78 ieconds)} w*s substituted in it* preced,„g
equations for the Id fena/ responses. This aCli/P f-tte exact 1/4/a^s
Or all fke la/pro,/ re. sponscs at 0. 78 seconds, yrh/ch w*s nouJ
assumed To he ft*? /~/**e 4ttjtttc.lt phe dead $fioj~ 60umcJ4s*i
was m first cfpssed T~h/t fpsult/ntf values for rhe /a/era
/
responses tiere used a s the /n'tp/a/ conditions for fife next
section of the so/cif/on, cJh.ch was ,df course, inside t/?e
Hie dead sp>ot- (/sina these initi'a/ con di lions? t/if s second
portion of Hie s-oluf-ion was formulafed PX*cfly as w4s
done for fhc first portion except /Aft til* various y*/<u*s
pertaining iffie dead spot rver^use-d- A 1/ /at* ra/ responses
Were found £r this second par lion of the So/u ffan . For purposes
of computation, finee was talcen as zero of the bef/nninj of
this second portion of the so fu//on. Thets, M''/ time was added
fo 0.78 seconds, to give timnP w/'-th respect fo the beginning f
tke CMtire solution. The fiu,e for the second cross tua of the dead
Hot boundary ,,3^-1.6°) was found As outfined aktoue tor the first
crossing. The ya/ues of the /a feral responses at fhe second' o/ead

D- +
spot cfossMd ^ere used as the /tfih'a/ to«di fro** for Me
tkdd po/ho» of Me so/«r,o» tJtiU w*s ouhiJe M< c/e*d
5pot hi) pifocedise. *?«sf t>e repetted taci tine Me d^cd
spot io«»lanes an> crossed. A* c<*« *>* "*» *"" ^9 l> ^e
deed1 5p°+ JbauufJa/ies "Set crossed Mree //W<*j, <W //res //(ere
u)ert fo«f portions of Me fob/ Jo/*/-/ o*, Me response fflW
rewtt/if u/iHt/tf Me dead spo/ Mr0**6014/ Me -fd**M/Oor+/o».
7}ie i*iH*Uo«diho«3 ond -fie eimr/roti t
7
orft re spouse
{or eotl* portion of H*e so/uf/ott cure 9/ iret* he/ou)
.
-. .a f/3e&i*s at seconds.
CTAiWW/te«> /So'^^l%^ 7radiak1\ -mi****
;
U i-m498&4e* cos(-7SK8M*+ tx88.948^/rn4^s.







Bey',** oct /.(oZ seconds
.
1M rort*\ hifal CotdiKwA fa ---OMSVZb/l/ad^S) $ -0.06JS4-74Sr*d,*>,5;





M 0475-tZ34e Mn<ob8//Xlos (tt4. 0/68/S j- tx 88fi948W;/dd,d«s.
C 8eq it) at IA(> seconds
\ Initio/ Co*diHom :A fa = -0. OZ4-OOSZZrdd^ns)0o O.O//38474 r^di**;',
Iffy --0.0ob373/t>f*d/z>c:,fa0/2oi84rd4':1
'
{(OV)* ~-° o50f64fS tod /set ..
1 . 03886/6*8 e
0l"*31 >Tx
los (dS*6 14*ntx8S.MXr)ir*l*
the /espouse in 0ft) for fa-S-O*, for /\,rp/o«tes TondFu>dn *o
r)on-/;je4r;/ies' r'ecfot/tre ot/y the co/cn/*//o*s 4s o^i/ined to ohtc,,
ft
for fin? fi,stforhe* oi f/iis se/u/t'o"> fcxc ey> / rtfaf ?£ =0j} did of
Coctfse r?o ot^eir /oferd/ responses need /fe. co/cc/ifed }*t fa's cose. Thus,
ike cq/ck/h riots /or the cose with no 40*-
1
mW/in, 9 re +*ml* shorter* 7*4*







The /a /era I dyna^tc* sfabi/'hj e qw# t/c*is,
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Illustration of the Nature °f the Various
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Typical Lateral StOibi Iit's Boundaries, (Stick fixed),
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